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Government Planning Reforms - FCS responds!

The Government has published its White Paper Planning for the Future, and we have drafted a response to
the consultation. On the whole, our draft does not support the reforms, although we recognise that planning

does need to be improved. In short, we:
● Do not support the categorisation of land into Growth Areas, Renewal Areas and Protection Areas, nor

the extension of permitted development rights within Growth and Renewal Areas.
● Oppose the loss of our right to comment on individual or case-by-case planning applications.
● Argue that the recent permitted development rights to allow two storey extensions above existing homes,

and to allow shops to be converted to residential (in high streets) should be scrapped.
● Do not support the standard method (algorithm) to set housing numbers which we believe will not deliver

the right numbers of the right houses in the right places.
● Support the retention and strengthening of Neighbourhood Plans.
● Support some simplification of the process and the use of digital and 3D information.
● Support the use of design guidance, and design codes but only for large projects.
● Support place-making and good design, and the proposal for local authorities to have a champion for

sustainable development, place-making and design.
● Argue that the planning system should have climate change at its heart, rather than speed and efficiency

for developers, and that the reforms should address the land-banking market failures. We suggest that
any reforms should lead to a properly funded local authority planning system with simplifications and
transparency in the process. We also suggest that local authorities should have the right professional
skills and expertise in planning, design, environment, sustainability and heritage, and that local
communities should be fully involved and empowered through strengthened Neighbourhood Plans.

Planning for the Future is found here https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/planning-for-the-future
Our detailed DRAFT response can be found at http://www.falmouthcivicsociety.org.uk/news.html

If you wish to comment on this, please do get in touch.



We had a fascinating and informative talk by Lucy
Crane, senior geologist with Cornish Lithium.
Lithium is an essential component of batteries and
as such, part of the green revolution. None is
produced in Europe now; the majority coming from
Australian hard rock mining and from Chile with the
brine method. The old mine maps of Cornwall show
hot loads, and drillings are now being made into
permeable geological faults and the aim is to extract

the lithium from the water extracted, which are even
deeper than the old mines. The drilling is taking
place at United Downs but it is complementary to
the energy production that is taking place there. It is
the granite base of Cornwall and parts of Devon that
makes this the only place in the country where
lithium can be extracted. The pilot scheme is 18
months away followed by another 18 months getting
it productive. A grant of £4m has recently been

Cornish Lithium

On 3rd November at 2.30pm we are planning a
further Zoom presentation and we hope that you will
find this one interesting.

  In May we had hoped to visit Bodmin Recycling
Centre but because of the lockdown this was put on
hold.  Suez, the company managing the recycling
centre, are offering us a virtual tour of the facility
and from the comfort of your armchair.

Their tours and resources are curated for all ages
but we shall be given a similar experience to the
one we were booked in for in May.

Please sign up with Angela Shields
<falmouthcivicsociety@gmail.com>
and she will link you in to the Zoom presentation on
the day.

Following government COVID-19 guidelines, tours
of the Cornwall energy recovery centre and Bodmin
materials recycling facility can currently only
accommodate small groups of up to six visitors
safely.
For larger groups, they are offering one-hour
bookable virtual presentations and tours hosted by
their Education and Community Officers. They will
take you through the waste journey in Cornwall,
look at ways to reduce the rubbish we create in the
first place and think of ways to reuse items before
they are recycled or thrown away.
They have videos showing how their waste facilities
work and animations to support the learning around
recycling and energy-from-waste. They are a great,
free resource to support learning about waste and
our environment.

Zoom for November - Jane Boriosi



New Mast - Angela Shields
As you know, the committee regularly looks at planning applications, but here’s one that we got even more
closely involved with: it is for the erection of a new telecom mast and cabinet to be erected on Castle Drive. Not
something that at first glance would have been of great interest to us, however, Falmouth Civic Society paid for
a viewing monument with stainless steel discs indicating points of interest in 1983 and the new cabinets would
have surrounded it.

While not objecting to the proposal, we did suggest that the monument should be moved. The planning officer
got us together with Clarke Telecom who have agreed to take down and rebuild the monument in a different
place. In the intervening 37 years trees and bushes have grown up obscuring some of the views. At the same
time, we are taking the opportunity to replace the rather worn top with a slate one with circular spaces in which
can be inserted the guide to viewpoints.

The photos show the examination we undertook with an engineer from Manchester (suitably distanced of
course!) of a preferred new site, close to the steps.

This is where the viewpoint is now                                                                and this is where it is going to be moved to

The Beacon - Angela Shields
Last month Mike Jenks gave us some very interesting information about the “homes fit for heroes” built after the
First World War. The green area on the actual Beacon is, as the name would suggest, historic. In my opinion it
gives one of the best views in the town.

About two years ago, certainly when Sarah Newton was MP, there was a meeting to discuss improvements to
the green area to make it more attractive to all age groups. Many people, myself included, thought that it was
one of those that never come to anything. I am delighted to report that I was wrong, and that work is now taking
place. Scrub has been cleared back, beds for wild flowers dug and a new path that connects both sides of the
children’s play area, has been laid.



Suntrap Houses - Mike Jenks

This sounds like just the job for Falmouth, with our
sun, sea and sand! But what are they, and do we
have any here? Well, yes there are a few, and they
are to be found along Dracaena Avenue; they were
built at some time between 1938 and 1946. But
what are they, and why were they called ‘suntrap’
houses, or ‘moderne’? Their origin comes from the
architectural modern movement that emerged in the
early 1900s, but perhaps most influentially at the
end of the First World War in the Bauhaus, a school
of architecture that aimed to reunite all the arts and
crafts, led by architect Walter Gropius. The style is
well known, stripped of fussy decoration, flat-roofed,
horizontal lines and large areas of glass to let in
light and air.

How then did the suntrap/moderne semi-detached
houses come to the suburbs during the 1930s?
Between the wars, the suburbs were expanding
fast, and large numbers of semi-detached houses
were built along main roads, often known as ribbon
development. Osbert Lancaster in his book A
Cartoon History of Architecture rather rudely termed
it ‘By-pass variegated’, largely because of the way

speculative builders added a variety of ‘Tudor’ or
‘Elizabethan’ timber beams and other decorative
features. The ‘suntraps’ stood out from the crowd,
looking to modernity, not the past.

The post-war building boom provided a huge
opportunity to the metal window manufacturer
Francis Crittall. His factory expanded in the early
1920s and he built 56 houses for his workers, the
Clockhouse Way estate in Braintree, and these
became known as the first modern movement
houses in England. As the business expanded,
further land was bought and a garden village of 200
houses was planned to provide his workers with the
most up-to-date dwellings, as well as providing a
showcase for his windows. These windows were in
the modern style, wider than they were high with
horizontal glazing bars. The village was called
Silver End, and the plan was divided up into various
areas and given to different architects to design. It
was revolutionary for England, and indeed, one of
the areas designed by Tait and McManus is now
Grade II Listed.

Silver End plan 1925 showing the areas given to different architects: One of the modern houses

The influence of the modern movement and Crittall
windows provided the impetus for the design of the
suntrap/moderne semis. Marketing them in 1934,
one development company (Roger Malcolm) said of
them: ‘Unconventional perhaps – but astoundingly

better and more interesting than any houses yet
built in this country’. Prices ranged from around
£650 - £1,000. Despite the fanfare, they were less
popular with the public than the more traditional
‘Tudorbethan’ styles.



Crittall windows, and marketing the ‘unconventional’ suntrap home.

So, what of Falmouth? These were late examples,
and rather a rarity. There are four pairs of semis
along Dracaena Avenue, and another six pairs were
also built at the same time. It is not known whether
it was by the same builders, but if so, they may
have been hedging their bets with both modern and
traditional styles. The buildings have survived, but

not the Crittall windows. Although galvanised, the
metal windows rusted fast. All the windows have
been replaced, none having the curved glass so
typical of the suntrap home. Only one has
incorporated a reference to the original horizontal
glazing bars. It is interesting to see them, and
arguably, they still stand out.

Falmouth’s suntrap houses



Jay’s Nature Notes
Well it appears our lovely Indian Summer is behind us and we’re heading into the wet and windy autumn. The
term Indian Summer apparently comes from Native North Americans when the weather in autumn was warm
and pleasant after the hot summers when they would harvest and forage in preparation for winter, things they
taught the early European settlers.

Where I grew up, in Canada it was October that was the month most likely to be described as Indian Summer.
In the 18th and 19th century, once the crops were in, there was time for gathering wild fruits and berries in
competition with the larger wildlife.

 Many of what we generally think as carnivores feast on the autumn (or Fall) abundance. Foxes and badgers
here will glut on fruits and berries. In Canada it was a bear or a moose that you might find on the other side
of the blackberry hedge.

There was also time for hunting to get meat in for the winter, not for sport; or furs in a time when it was a
necessity, not an exploitative fashion industry. The wild turkeys would be on the menu for Thanksgiving as
they gathered in flocks in the woods. In Canada the second weekend in October is Thanksgiving, not
mid-November as in the US. Winter comes earlier in Canada. Turkey at Christmas really only came after the
domestication of the birds in the 19th century.

Most of local wild fruits are gone over now. A relative of my wife in Denmark says their tradition is not to pick
blackberries after the 29th of September, the day Lucifer was supposed to be cast out of heaven to land in a
blackberry bush. Certainly, any left now will not be as sweet.

If you’re lucky enough to find a supply of wild rose hips you might be tempted to make your own syrup. A
single rose hip has about 12 times the vitamin C of an orange as well as an abundance of A, B and D.

Crab apples can be gathered for jelly, though in years gone by, they were the first toffee apples. Gypsies
used to sell them on skewers at fairs. The word ‘lollipop’ comes from Romany, ‘lolla’ (red) and ‘pobbel’
(apple). The local crows gather the crab apples off the trees from our and neighbouring gardens; something
our resident pair have taught their two young who are still with them.



A Small Copper butterfly on a Marigold taken by my wife Kate.

Resident birds are also trying to fatten up on berries and seeds. You may well see and hear the twittering of
families of Goldfinches in hedges as well as the more common Sparrows and Tits.

The Swifts, Swallows and Martins are long gone on their migration to Africa. Following on from an earlier item
on Swifts, I now learn they sleep on the wing by turning off one side of their brain at a time and at night, to be
safe, the can fly at a height of over 3000m (10,000 feet).

While our summer bird visitors have nearly all left, winter visitors will be arriving. If we have a hard winter we
might get flocks of Redwings and Fieldfares that summer in Scandinavia and Russia. The Great Northern
Divers will be returning to our waters and we can look forward to seeing and hearing the haunting Whimbrels
back from the far north (not much further than Bude) coming back to the shorelines to join their cousin
Curlews, probably more commonly sharing the tidal creeks with Herons and Egrets.

A Whimbrel with the brown eye streak and the larger Curlew below.



From the Archives
By Angela Shields

Not all plans come to fruition; last
month I reproduced a map of
plans by the Falmouth 81 group
detailed in the Falmouth Packet
of December 17th, 1982. Some of
the ideas were these:

The ‘Penryn river leisure lake’ -
one of the group’s more
imaginative solutions. The report
explains that a lake could be
created by building a dam with
tidal locks across the river,
upstream of the existing marina,
and that it would be suitable for a
variety of water sports, including
rowing, dinghy training,
windsurfing and angling.

And then, they suggested a need
for a harbour road to be built
between Admiral’s Quay and Bar
Road, Falmouth. Opportunities
for access to the estuary’s
deeper waters would be
abundant - finger piers and small
boat quays could be incorporated
in the overall design.

The report comments: “The
completion of this road would
mean that Falmouth would then
turn and face its main attraction,
the estuary. Many shops and
businesses in Market Street,
Church Street and Arwenack
Street would have dual access
and the whole appearance of
Falmouth from the sea would be
greatly improved. These streets
could then be confined solely to
pedestrians and invalid cars.”

In fact, a very similar proposal for
a relief road was drawn up in
around 1958 and was turned
down by Planning – what comes
round, comes round!

Rosemary Sharpe

Those of you who knew Rosemary will be saddened to hear of her recent
death. She had been unwell for some time. We extend our sincere

condolences to David and his family.

National Poetry Day

The following poem by John Clare (1793-1864) was chosen by
member Chris Firth for the theme of Vision. It seems very

appropriate now.

All nature has a feeling: woods, fields, brooks
Are life eternal: and in silence they

Speak happiness beyond the reach of books;
There's nothing mortal in them; their decay
Is the green life of change; to pass away

And come again in blooms revivified.
Its birth was heaven, eternal it its stay,

And with the sun and moon shall still abide
Beneath their day and night and heaven wide

Is It Just Me?
Transport - Jay Gidman

It wasn’t until I learned to drive that I learned to swear properly.

In much of America a pedestrian is someone who forgot to put fuel in
the car.

Is it true that anyone driving slower than you is an idiot; anyone driv-
ing faster is a maniac?

In London parking is such street sorrow.

Have you also found that the fastest way to make a red light turn
green is to try and retrieve something from the glove compartment?

I had an old car called Flattery because it got me nowhere.

Do you remember the days when airline pilots didn’t need it to be a
crew-member’s birthday for a celebration drink? They were just as

happy to celebrate the hotel lift working.

Should it be a requirement on aircraft that noisy children be put in the
overhead compartment?

Why is it that although weekends come with remarkable regularity it
always comes as surprise to Britain’s railway system?
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Planning Applications
The planning applications for September and early October are only for minor issues and alterations. However,
there is one that is worth keeping an eye on, and that is The Chapel, Cliff Road.

PA20/06807 - Listed building consent for repair works to the Chapel Building, Walkway and Parapet - The
Chapel Cliff Road Falmouth TR11 4NP

It is in a very poor state, and Cormac have applied to repair the brickwork and render. The application is worth
looking at because there are many photographs and a work schedule. It seems that there will be no repairs to
the inside, or to the door. The door can be seen in one of the photographs (see below) and is rather splendid -
the condition is very bad, and it would probably need to be re-made? The hope is that for the repairs proposed,
a contractor specialising in conservation will be employed.


